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ABSTRACT

In the present study, we have investigated the effect of a complex flow field consisting of a combination of both shear and extensional deformation on the liquid transfer from an idealized gravure cell. The study was conducted for two classes of non-Newtonian fluid; a shear and extensional thickening nanoparticle dispersion and an extensional thickening viscoelastic polymer solution with a constant shear viscosity. The shear thickening fluid was a dispersion of fumed silica nanoparticles in polypropylene glycol and the viscoelastic fluid was a solution of polyethylene oxide (PEO) in water. The idealized gravure printing experiments were conducted using a combination of linear servo motor used to impose an extensional flow and a rotational servo motor to impose a shear flow during pickout. The fluid pickout from the gravure cell was studied as a function of the magnitude of the extensional and shear deformation rates. The fluid filament interface profile evolution during the pickout process was examined using a high speed camera. For the shear thickening fluid, the pickout resulting from a pure extensional flow field was found to be enhanced compared to Newtonian fluids at moderate velocities, resulting from the extensional thickening of the fluid. However, at large stretching velocities the pickout was found to decay dramatically due to extensional thinning of the fluid at large extension rates. The pickout behavior of the shear thickening fluid resulting from a pure shear field was found to exhibit a qualitatively similar trend to that of the extensional pickout although the pickout fraction was significantly smaller. Superposition of shear and extensional flow was found to initially improve pickout by driving the overall deformation rate higher and introducing an asymmetry in the gravure cell dewetting. At large rates, shear negatively affected pickout by causing an early onset of extensional thinning. In viscoelastic fluids, thickening of the extensional viscosity was found to enhance both the pure shear-induced pickout as well as the pure extensional-induced fluid pickout, with the shear-induced pickout relatively smaller compared to the extensional-induced pickout. For superimposed shear and extensional deformation, an enhancement in the fluid pickout was observed at certain velocity regimes, likely associated with the asymmetric dewetting from the gravure cavity wall assisted by the superimposed flows.
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1. Introduction

Roll-to-roll coating and printing of flexible substrates is a technology of great industrial and commercial importance due to its low cost and high throughput [1,2]. This technology enables the fabrication of thin organic, inorganic and mixed organic/inorganic films with nanoscale patterns at high resolution for devices in wide applications such as, solar cells, thin film transistors, organic light emitting diodes, biosensors and bionanodevices [3–8]. Gravure printing is a roll-to-roll processing technique used to coat/print thin films less than 50 μm for a wide variety of applications in high volumes such as magazines, packaging, flexible electronics, greeting cards and tapes [9–12]. In the gravure printing process, a roller with desired engraving, typically in tens of microns dimensions, is passed through an ink reservoir and the excess is metered off by passing by a doctor blade. The ink from the cavities is then deposited on to the substrate held by another roller at high speeds of up to 10 m/s.

During the ink transfer process, a liquid bridge is formed and stretched between the gravure cell and web, as the ink is deposited onto the substrate. The liquid bridge experiences a combination of shear, extension and rotation due to relative motion between the gravure cell and web [13,14]. The stability and breakup dynamics of the liquid bridge during the ink transfer can significantly affect the quality of the print or coated film. Partial emptying of the cavities or the formation of satellite drops can negatively impact the qual-
ity and the efficiency of the printing process [15]. As with gravure printing, the dynamics of the liquid bridge are strongly relevant in other applications such as contact drop dispensing [16], flat-zone crystallization [17] and oil recovery [18]. As a result, the dynamics, stability and breakup of the liquid bridge have been widely studied [16,18–22]. Numerous studies, both experimental and numerical, have been performed to better understand the dynamics of a liquid bridge uniaxially stretched between two flat plates [23–26], as well between a flat plate and a cavity [27–30]. There have also been numerical and experimental studies on ink transfer behavior in gravure printing considering pure shear flow [31–33] as well as some which imposed a combination of shear and extensional motion of the liquid bridge [34,35]. Additionally, a few considering the effect of the rotation of the gravure cavity as the liquid is applied to the moving web by the rotating gravure roller [13,35].

Printing fluids often are non-Newtonian, as many inks contain large concentrations of particles and polymer additives [7,12,36]. Only a few recent studies, some experimental [10,37] and some computations [37–40], have reported on the behavior of non-Newtonian fluids during gravure printing. These studies include measurements on non-Newtonian fluid with rheological properties ranging from shear-thinning [38] to viscoelasticity [10,38–40] and more recently to shear-thickening [37]. Ahn et al. [39] examined the influence of elasticity through numerical computations using Oldroyd-B model and observed significant differences in the velocity field and pressure distribution in the cavity between viscoelastic and Newtonian fluids. Sankaran and Rothstein [10] conducted experimental investigation using polyethylene oxide (PEO) fluids to study the impact of viscoelasticity, gravity and gravure cell design on the fluid transfer in gravure printing. Filament stabilization due to elasticity was found to enhance or worsen the fluid removal, depending on whether the fluid removal direction is aligned with or opposite to the direction of gravity. Computational studies later by Lee et al. [40] on the influence of viscoelasticity in gravure printing using FENE-P constitutive model were in excellent agreement with experiments [10]. Their computations were able to extend beyond the parameters of the experiments to investigate a larger viscoelastic parameter space. Khandavalli et al. [37] studied gravure printing behavior of shear-thickening nanoparticle dispersions, through a combination of experiments and computations. Beyond a critical stretch rate, shear-thickening of the fluid was manifested by the formation of long stable filaments, which was found to enhance gravitational drainage during pickout. Beyond a second critical stretch rate, shear and extensional-thinning were found to induce conical profile evolution and resulted in a pickout fraction insensitive to the stretch rate.

Most studies which have focused on gravure printing of non-Newtonian fluids have modeled liquid bridge stretching during ink transfer processes as a purely extensional flow [10,27–30,37,38,40]. In addition to extensional flow, in the real gravure printing process, the liquid bridge also experiences rotations and strong shear deformation due to relative motion between the top and bottom rollers. Unfortunately, only a few studies exist on gravure printing considering shear deformation of the liquid bridge during ink transfer and most have all been for Newtonian fluids [13,31,35,41,42]. These studies using Newtonian fluids have found that, for a gravure printing process modeled as pure shear, the fluid pickout from gravure cells decreased with increasing capillary number at low to moderate capillary numbers [13,31,35,41,42]. This is opposite to the trend observed in the pickout process modeled as pure extension [10,13,28,34,42]. The driving mechanism for the shear pickout at low capillary number in shear has been attributed to a lateral capillary pressure gradient developed due to the non-symmetric meniscus curvature evolved in shear motion [13,31]. Capillary number is given as, \( \text{Ca} = \eta V/\sigma \), where \( \eta \), \( \sigma \), and \( V \) are fluid viscosity, surface tension and stretch speeds. Campana and Carvalho [13] conducted a computational study on fluid pickout from gravure cells for a wide capillary number space, 0.01 < \( \text{Ca} \) < 1, while imposing the complete roll-to-roll kinematics of the plate, including shear, extension and rotation. Through their simulations, they were able to observe the free surface profile evolution and contact line motion. The results of their simulations showed a nonlinear pickout behavior with increasing capillary number which was due in large part to the contact line mobility. At low capillary numbers, \( \text{Ca} < 0.1 \), the lateral contact line mobility resulted in a large pickout and a flow dominated by the shear and rotational motion of the gravure cell. Whereas, at large capillary numbers, contact line motion pinning resulted in a reduction in the pickout and a flow dominated by extensional motion of the top plate.

Only one study on non-Newtonian fluid case considering shear motion in gravure printing process has been reported recently by Chung and Kumar [43], where they conduct a computational study of the pickout behavior from model gravure cells for viscoelastic fluids cases considering a combination of horizontal and vertical substrate motion. For a pure horizontal substrate motion, the pickout was found to be improved for a viscoelastic case compared to a Newtonian fluid, due to a large first normal stress gradient generated near the downstream corner of the cavity. When an extensional motion superimposed over horizontal motion of the substrate, the pickout was found to be improved, with a stronger enhancement of the pickout fraction for viscoelastic fluids as compared to a Newtonian fluid.

Previously, our research group has conducted studies on the effect of viscoelasticity [10] and shear-thickening [37] on the ink transfer behavior in gravure printing, modeling the ink transfer process as pure extensional deformation of the liquid bridge. To extend the previous studies, in this paper we present the investigation on the effect of shear deformation, as well as a complex combination of shear and extensional deformation on the liquid bridge during the ink transfer process in gravure printing. The study is presented for both constant shear viscosity viscoelastic fluids and shear-thickening inelastic nanoparticle dispersions. The test fluids were chosen to be the same as the previous studies so that conclusions could be more easily drawn. The test fluids consisted of an aqueous polyethylene oxide (PEO) solution and fumed silica nanoparticle dispersion in polypropylene glycol (PPG). The amount of ink transferred from an idealized gravure cell was studied over a wide range of extensional and shear deformation rates chosen to probe the test fluids at rates capable of engaging shear thickening/thinning and viscoelastic effects.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Gravure printing experimental setup

In our experiments, the gravure printing process was modeled as a combination of uniaxial extension and shear deformation of the liquid bridge during the ink transfer process. The experimental set-up was similar to that used in our previous study [10], but with a slight modification of the set-up, as shown in Fig. 1. Uniaxial extensional motion on the liquid bridge was imposed using a modified version of a filament stretching extensional rheometer, where the top flat aluminum plate was replaced with an inverted gravure cell. To impose shear deformation, the bottom flat plate was attached to a servo-motor through a rotating fixture. Both the linear-motor and the servo-motor were computer-controlled to simultaneously impose the desired shear and extensional velocities. The truncated cone shaped gravure cell (cavity) was fabricated by casting PDMS (Sylgard 184) onto a negative mold of the cavity machined into aluminum. The cavity has a sidewall angle of \( \alpha = 75^\circ \) from horizontal, radius of \( R = 2.5 \) mm and a depth of \( h = 1 \) mm. The real gravure rollers have cavity features that are
typically ten to hundred microns in order. Here the cavity dimensions were scaled for the convenience of a lab scale study. The result is that gravity is more important in our experiments than in a true gravure printing process [40]. A cylindrical fluid filament was held between the plate and cavity at an initial aspect ratio of \( L_t/R = 0.3 \), where \( L_t \) is the separation. The initial separation between cavity and the plate which is larger than in a real printing process, was chosen for convenience of the experiments to make massing the fluid easier. There have been studies that have found a larger amount of ink transfer for smaller cavity depths [10], initial liquid bridge aspect ratios and initial fluid volume [31].

In pure extensional flow experiments, the top cavity was separated at different extensional velocities ranging from 0.1 to 200 mm/s to a final aspect ratio of \( L_t/R \sim 32 \). At these aspect ratios, the filaments survived in only a few cases. In pure shear flow experiments, the bottom flat plate was separated with shear velocities ranging from 1 to 90 mm/s. The imposed speeds corresponded roughly to speeds experienced during gravure printing. The inertia effects were negligible in these tests as the Reynolds numbers were all very low, \( \text{Re} = \frac{D_0 V \rho}{\eta_0} < 5 \times 10^{-2} \). Here \( D_0 \) and \( V \) are the characteristic diameter and velocity, while \( \rho \) and \( \eta_0 \) are the fluid density and zero-shear-rate viscosity. The filament profile evolution during the stretching, shearing and the breakup process was examined using a high-speed video camera (Vision Research, Phantom 4.6). The initial and final mass of the fluid in the cavity was measured using a high precision mass balance (Mettler AC 100). The pickout fraction is defined as, \( \phi = m/M \), where \( m \) is mass transferred from the gravure cell to the flat plate and \( M \) is the total mass of the fluid. The uncertainty in the experimentally measured values of pickout was calculated to be below 2%.

Here we present the study only for the gravure cavity-on-top configuration and have not presented the study for the cavity-on-bottom configuration as was done in Sankaran and Rothstein [10] due to experimental difficulties in accurately quantifying the pickout values, particularly at velocity regimes where elongated fluid filaments were observed. Under shear deformation, as the bottom plate is separated horizontally from the top plate, it does not remain vertically inline with top plate. As a result, when long filament evolved and break-up, some fraction of fluid did not remain in the bottom plate, but was lost to the experimental stage area. This fraction of the fluid was difficult to quantify. As a result, in this orientation deposition volume is easy to quantify, but pickout volume is not. For that reason, we focused on the cavity-on-top configuration.

As seen in Fig. 1, the bottom plate was a cylindrical rod with a diameter of \( D = 5 \) mm. In all experiments presented here, the contact line of the liquid bridge was pinned at the edge of the rod.

It should be noted that in a real gravure printing process, the contact line of the liquid bridge is not forcibly pinned but is free to move along a flat substrate. In reality, however, either the fluid viscosity or the wettability of the substrate inhibit contact line motion. Clearly the spreading of the ink along the substrate is typically not a desired result for printing discrete patterns.

### 2.2. Test fluids

The shear thickening test fluid was formulated from 13 wt% fumed silica nanoparticles (Aerosil 380, Evonik Industries; primary particle diameter 7 nm, specific surface area 380 m²/g) dispersed in polypropylene glycol (PPG) (Aldrich Chemicals, average M.W 1000 g/mol). In the test, this fluid will be given the acronym 13Si-PPG. The shear thickening fluid sample was prepared according to procedure reported in Khandavalli et al. [37]. The viscoelastic test fluid formulated was polyethylene oxide (PEO) (Aldrich Chemicals) solution dissolved in water. The PEO was mixed with water and stirred for 24 h to obtain a homogenous solution. The viscoelastic fluid contained 20 wt% of 2 × 10⁻³ g/mol PEO to visco- soluble the solid along with an additional 0.16 wt% of a high molecular weight 8 × 10³ g/mol PEO to make the fluid elastic. In the text, this fluid will known to be as 8M PEO. The model Newtonian fluid used was a silicone oil with a viscosity of 5 Pa.s (RT5000, CANON Instrument Co.). The surface tension of the shear thickening fluid, viscoelastic fluid and the Newtonian fluid were measured to be 30 mN/m, 58 mN/m and 20 mN/m respectively using a pendant drop tensiometer (Dataphysics OCA 15plus) [10].

#### 2.2.1. Shear rheology

The steady shear rheology was probed using a stress-controlled TA DHR-3 rheometer using a 40 mm aluminum parallel-plate geometry at a constant temperature of 25°C with a solvent trap to prevent evaporation. The samples were pre-sheared to erase any shear history during sampling preparation and handling [44,45]. After pre-shearing, each of the sample was were allowed to rest for 4 min to reach equilibrium. Steady shear viscosity measurements were conducted in the shear rate range between 0.1 s⁻¹ ≤ \( \dot{\gamma} \leq 100 \text{ s}^{-1} \).

The shear rheology measurements for the three test fluids, shear thickening fluid (13Si-PPG), viscoelastic fluid (8M PEO) and the Newtonian silicone oil, are shown in Fig. 2. The shear thickening fluid at low shear rates exhibited a shear thinning behavior, resulting from the formation of strings of particles aligned along...
the direction of shear fields [46]. At a critical shear rate of approximately \( \gamma = 10 \text{ s}^{-1} \), the fluid viscosity was found to exhibit sudden shear thickening by more than an order of magnitude from 2 Pa s to 50 Pa s. The mechanism for the shear-thickening behavior of these nanoparticles has been attributed to the formation of large hydrodynamic-induced clusters of nanoparticles [46]. With further increase in the shear rate, the fluid was observed to shear-thin. The thinning at larger shear rates has been associated with yielding of the hydrocrotroel microstructure. The steady shear response of both the viscoelastic fluid and the silicone oil exhibited a constant shear viscosity of 0.2 Pa s and 5 Pa s respectively.

2.2.2. Extensional rheology

The extensional viscosity of the three test fluids was measured using a capillary breakup extensional rheometer (CaBER). CaBER is typically used to characterize less viscous fluids making it perfectly suited for 8M PEO [47-51]. The CaBER measurements presented here were performed using a high-speed capillary breakup extensional rheometer designed and developed specifically for these experiments. In CaBER experiments, a cylindrical liquid bridge is created between two circular plates and is stretched from an initial length, \( L_0 \), to a final length, \( L_f \), at a constant velocity. Once the stretch is stopped, the capillary thinning of the liquid bridge formed between the two end plates results in a uniaxial extensional flow that can be used to measure extensional viscosity and extensional relaxation time. By monitoring the evolution of the filament diameter as a function of time, the extension rate, \( \dot{\varepsilon} \), of the fluid filament can be calculated as

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = -\frac{2}{R_{mid}(t)} \frac{dR_{mid}(t)}{dt}.
\]

The apparent extensional viscosity, \( \eta_E \), can be calculated by applying a force balance between capillary stresses and the viscous and elastic tensile stresses within the fluid filament ignoring inertia [50,51] as

\[
\eta_{E,app} = \frac{\sigma / R_{mid}(t)}{\dot{\varepsilon}} = -\frac{\sigma}{dD_{mid}(t)/dt}.
\]

The initial and final aspect ratios of the liquid bridge were set as, \( \lambda_0 = 1 \) and \( \lambda_f = 3 \). Where \( \lambda_0 = L_0/R_0 \) and \( L_0 \) is the initial separation between the plates.

The apparent extensional viscosity, \( \eta_E \), as a function of Hencky strain, \( \varepsilon \), for the shear thickening fluid and the viscoelastic fluid is shown in Fig. 3. For both the fluids, the apparent extensional viscosity increases with increasing Hencky strain indicating extensional thickening of the fluids. At low Hencky strains, the Trouton ratio, \( Tr = \eta_{E,app}/\eta_0 \), for both fluids is approximately three, \( Tr \approx 3 \). The steady-state Trouton ratio, \( Tr = \eta_{E,app}/\eta_0 \), of 13Si-PPG and 8M PEO were found to be approximately \( Tr = 50 \) and \( Tr = 2500 \), respectively, indicating significant extensional thickening of both the test fluids. These measurements are consistent with previous measurements of similar systems in the literature [37,52]. Fitting the 8M PEO data to an Oldroyd-B model, an extensional relaxation of \( \lambda_E = 0.2 \text{ s} \) was calculated.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ink transfer behavior of a shear thickening fluid

3.1.1. Effect of extension

The fraction of ink transferred from an idealized gravure cell (also known as the pickout fraction) with increasing imposed extensional velocities, \( V_z \), and shear velocities, \( V_s \), was studied for the shear thickening fluid and compared to the results of a similar shear viscosity Newtonian fluid. The pickout behavior of this shear thickening fluid was previously studied for a purely extensional deformation through a combination of experiments and numerical simulations [37]. The pure extensional pickout measurements have been repeated here so they could be used for comparison with the measurements for both pure shear and mixed kinematics gravure printing experiments. The pickout fraction with increasing extensional velocity from 0.5 mm/s \( \leq V_z \leq 200 \text{ mm/s} \) is shown in Fig. 4 for both the shear thickening fluid and the Newtonian fluid. For velocities where the capillary number is low, the pickout is a quasi-equilibrium process and is governed predominantly by surface tension and gravity. As the velocity is increased, shear stresses become important and the effect of shear thickening becomes apparent. At low extensional velocities, \( V_z < 3 \text{ mm/s} \), the imposed extensional rate, \( \dot{\varepsilon} \equiv V_z/L_0 \), is not large enough to cause the extensional viscosity of the nanoparticle suspension to thicken. As a result it should behave like a Newtonian fluid in this regime and the pickout behavior of 13Si-PPG was found, as expected, to be similar to that of the Newtonian fluid. The lack of perfect collapse of the data in Fig. 4 are due to differences in shear viscosity between the nanoparticle suspension and the Newtonian silicon oil. If the data were plotted against capillary number instead of extensional velocity these data would collapse well.

At moderate extensional velocities, \( 3 \text{ mm/s} < V_z < 30 \text{ mm/s} \), the pickout fraction for 13Si-PPG shown in Fig. 4 was found to grow rapidly from 0.4 to 0.7 with increasing velocity due to the onset of thickening of the fluid’s extensional viscosity as seen in Fig. 3. Fil-

---

**Fig. 3.** Apparent extensional viscosity as a function of Hencky strain. The data include: (■) 13Si-PPG and (○) 8M PEO.

**Fig. 4.** Pickout fraction as a function of extensional velocity, \( V_z \) (filled symbols) and shear velocity, \( V_s \) (hollow symbols). The data include: (■) 13Si-PPG and (○) silicone oil.
amendment stretching extensional rheology measurements have shown that the onset of thickening of the extensional viscosity occurs at extension rates of \( \dot{\epsilon}_\infty \sim \dot{\gamma}_\infty^{\frac{1}{3}} \). Where \( \dot{\gamma}_\infty \) is the critical shear rate for the onset of shear thickening which for the 13Si-PPG fluid was found to be \( \dot{\gamma}_\infty = 10 \text{s}^{-1} \). This analysis is consistent for the onset of extensional thickening effects at \( V_s = 3 \) mm/s or an equivalent extension rate of \( \dot{\epsilon}_\infty \sim 4 \text{ s}^{-1} \). The large extensional viscosities of the 13Si-PPG solution in this regime are accompanied by long life times of the filaments pulled from the gravure cell as shown in the Fig. 5a. The stabilization of the fluid filaments against capillary breakup resulting from the large extensional viscosity of the fluid coupled with a break in the symmetry of the filament shape due to gravity has been shown through numerical simulations, to be the cause for the major pickout enhancement observed for shear thickening fluids [37]. In this case, the pickout fraction was found to double from 38% to 68%.

For large extensional velocities tested, \( V_s > 30 \) mm/s, the pickout fraction was found to quickly decline with increasing imposed velocity to less than 30% before reaching a plateau. In this regime, the fluid filaments were found to evolve from a uniform cylindrical shape at low deformation rates to a pair conical shaped filaments attached to the top and bottom end plates as shown in Fig. 5b. These conical shaped filaments were consistently observed within the high velocity plateau regime independent of the magnitude of the imposed velocity. The evolution of the conical shaped filament has been shown to be due to a sharp thinning of the shear and extensional viscosity of these fluids at large deformation rates [37]. By comparison, the pickout fraction obtained for the Newtonian fluid was found to decrease monotonically with increasing extensional velocity. This trend is consistent with the prediction of numerical simulations for Newtonian fluids, with the gravure cell on the top plate for Bond numbers greater than one [40]. The Bond number is the relative ratio of gravity to interfacial tension forces, \( B_0 = \rho g R^2 / \gamma \) and is approximately \( B_0 \sim 3 \) for the silicon oil tested here. The comparison with Newtonian fluid clearly demonstrates the dramatic impact shear thickening can have on gravure printing even in the absence of shear.

### 3.1.2. Effect of shear

The effect of a pure shear deformation on the pickout of the shear thickening fluid from an idealized gravure cell was studied by imposing a velocity orthogonal to the stretch direction, \( V_s \), as seen in Fig. 1. The shear velocity was varied from 1 to 90 mm/s and the results are presented alongside the extensional pickout data in Fig. 4. At low shear velocities and capillary numbers, the pickout dynamics and fraction were predominantly governed by surface tension and gravity. The shear-induced pickout behavior of the Newtonian and shear-thickening fluid superimpose in this regime with both appear to be decreasing slightly with increasing shear velocity as expected from theory, experiments and simulations [13,31,41]. As the shear velocity was increased, the pickout fraction of each increased slowly. Small differences between the two fluids arose due to the fact that the viscosity and thus the capillary number of the Newtonian fluid is larger than the shear-thickening fluid at any given shear velocity in this flow regime as long as the shear rates are below critical shear rate for shear thickening, \( \dot{\gamma} = V_s / L_i < \dot{\gamma}_\infty \). As discussed previously, if the data were replotted as capillary number the Newtonian and shear thickening fluid data would superimpose in this regime. Slow growth in the pickout fraction is expected in this moderate capillary number regime, \( Ca > 0.25 \), as predicted by Campana and Carvalho [13].

For shear velocities ranging between 5 mm/s < \( V_s < 7.5 \) mm/s, the shear-induced pickout of the shear-thickening fluids was found to increase quickly as a result of shear thickening. The shear rate at the onset of pickout enhancement was found to be approximately \( \dot{\gamma} = V_s / L_i \sim 16 \text{s}^{-1} \). This corresponds well with the shear thickening transition observed in the rheological measurement in Fig. 2. Although the maximum pickout fraction was found to be much lower in shear than extension, 30% versus 70%, the changes resulting from the shear thickening transition still represents a 50% enhancement of the pickout fraction compared to the results from the low velocity regime. As shown in Fig. 5c, elongated filaments with significantly increased lifetimes were found to evolve at the late stages of the shear-induced pickout process at these velocities. These elongated filaments appeared after the plates had fully separated. As a result, even though the initially imposed flow kinematics were pure shear, once the plates fully separated, the flow transitioning to an extensional flow albeit in the x-direction. Because these stretches are not vertical, in some cases, sagging of the fluid filament under gravity can be observed.

With an increase in the shear velocity beyond \( V_s > 7.5 \) mm/s, the shear-induced pickout fraction exhibited a slow decline before eventually reaching a plateau at large shear velocities. In the plateau regime, the filaments were found to evolve from an elongated cylindrical filament towards a conical shape as shown in Fig. 5d. These filament shapes are similar to those observed in the plateau regime of the extensional pickout although aligned in the x-direction and distorted some by the shearing at the edge of the plates. This suggest a similar shear and extensional viscosity thinning transition of the viscosity can impact both shear-induced and extension-induced pickout dynamics. This observation is reinforced by the pickout fraction for the shear and extensional flow induced pickout which approach each other in the regime where conical filaments were formed.

In order to better understand the differences in the mechanism of shear and extensional pickout, the time evolution of shear and extensional pickout processes were examined through a high speed imaging. A sample time series for two experiments, a pure shear pickout and a pure extensional pickout with a velocity of \( V_s = 7.5 \) mm/s and \( V_s = 10 \) mm/s respectively are presented in Fig. 6. During the shear pickout process, at initial times when the horizontal displacement (x) of the bottom flat plate was within the width of the gravure cavity (D), \( x < D \), the liquid bridge underwent a predominant shear deformation, where the liquid was dragged from the gravure cell onto the land outside the cell area. The instantaneous shear rate imposed by the top plate motion can be approximated as, \( \dot{\gamma}_{xz} \sim V_s / L_i \). With time, the bottom flat plate
moved out from under the top plate ($x > D$). As this occurred, the shear flow is replaced by an elongational deformation, and the fluid on the cavity land is stretched until the breakup occurs. The late-stage evolution of shear-thickening filaments for pure shear-induced pickout at different velocities can be found in the bottom row of Fig. 9. It is clear from these images that the filament evolution due to late stage elongational stretching was present, even at the lowest shear velocity of $V_x = 1$ mm/s, after an initial shear deformation of the liquid bridge. The approximate transverse elongation rate after the plate separation, can be approximated as, $\gamma_{xz} = V_x/X$, where $X = \sqrt{L_f^2 + (V_x t)^2}$ is the length of the filament. This transverse elongational rate decays with time because the imposed separation velocity is constant and eventually approaches $\gamma_{xz} \propto 1/t$. The late stage filaments shapes and lengths formed during the shear pickout process were found to be quite similar to the filaments formed during extensional pickout, as shown in the first column of Fig. 9. The qualitative similarity between the trends of shear-induced pickout and the extensional-induced pickout is likely due to similar late stage extensional deformation and break-up dynamics of the filament seen in Fig. 9.

Given the late stage similarities, the reduction of the shear-induced pickout compared to the extensional-induced pickout is most likely due to the shearing of the liquid bridge at early times ($x < D$). At the early stages of the shear-induced pickout, the liquid from the gravure cell is forced to spread over the land bordering the gravure cavity. The formation of a static fluid reservoir on the cavity land driven out of the cavity by the shear deformation can be observed in the series of images in the bottom row of Fig. 9. This expansion of fluid wetting area could be a major factor limiting the final shear-induced pickout fraction. This spreading of fluid onto cavity land in shear is shown schematically in the Fig. 7b and is absent in the extensional pickout process due to axisymmetric stretching of the liquid bridge, as shown in the Fig. 7a. In the next section, we show that when an extension velocity is superimposed over shear, as shown in the Fig. 7c, this spreading of fluid onto the cavity land can be prevented, minimizing the loss of the pickout due to adhesion. Note, however, that the adhesion of the liquid in shear deformation and the resulting pickout loss could also be avoided by decreasing the wettability of the cavity land of the gravure cell through a physical and/or chemical pretreatment.

3.1.3. Effect of shear and extension

In this section, we present a study of the influence of a combination of the shear and extensional deformation on the total pickout of a shear-thickening fluid. In the experiments, four different shear velocities were chosen to superimpose over a wide range of extensional velocities ranging from $0.1 \leq V_x \leq 200$ mm/s. The pickout results for these experiments with complex flow kinematics are shown in Fig. 8. The fixed shear velocities were chosen from two shear pickout regimes; moderate velocities of $V_x = 5$ mm/s and 7.5 mm/s velocities, where the shear pickout exhibited an enhancement due to late stage transverse extensional thickening and large velocities of $V_x = 25$ mm/s and 80 mm/s, where the pickout plateaued due to shear and extensional thinning of the fluid. In the first regime, for fixed shear velocities of $V_x = 5$ mm/s and 7.5 mm/s, as the simultaneously-applied extensional velocity was increased, the total pickout fraction was found to increase from the pure shear pickout values up to and then beyond the value associated with the pure extensional pickout process. For the $V_x = 5$ mm/s case, the pure extension pickout fraction was improved by approximately 10% with the superposition of the shear veloc-
Fig. 8. Pickout fraction as a function of both extensional and shear velocities for 13Si-PPG. The data include for (filled diamond) pure extension and (hollow diamond) pure shear. Half-shaded symbols correspond to different fixed orthogonal velocities superimposed over varying extensional velocity. The shear velocities include: (∆) 5 mm/s, (√) 7.5 mm/s, (∇) 25 mm/s and (∇) 80 mm/s.

Fig. 9. Filament interface profiles just prior to break up for the shear thickening test fluid, 13Si-PPG, for a combination of imposed extensional velocities and shear velocities.

Fig. 10. Pickout fraction as a function of effective strain rate for 13Si-PPG. Filled symbols correspond to pure extension rate, \( \dot{\gamma}_e = \sqrt{V_e/L_e} \), and hollow symbols correspond to pure shear rate, \( \dot{\gamma}_s = V_s/L_s \). The half-shaded symbols correspond to effective strain rate, \( \dot{\gamma}_e = \sqrt{\frac{V_e}{L_e}} \).

The evolution in pickout behavior from shear dominated to extensionally dominated can be seen in the images of the final filament shape presented in Fig. 9. For shear velocities below \( V_s < 7.5 \) mm/s, the terminal filament shapes gradually approach the shape of pure extensional pickout as the strength of the extensional flow is increased. Note, however, that the stretch orientation in each case becomes aligned with the direction of the total velocity vector. Interestingly, for larger superimposed shear velocities of \( V_s = 10 \) mm/s and 40 mm/s, as the extensional velocity was increased, the total pickout was found to increase only slightly before collapsing onto the high velocity terminal plateau value associated with pure extensional-induced pickout. As can be observed in Fig. 10, at these velocity combinations the filaments were found to consistently evolve into the conical shaped filaments associated with the onset of extensional thinning of the fluid at large extension rates [37].

This observation suggests that the data could be better understood if the relative strength of the shear and extensional deformation on the fluid pickout were not shown as velocities, but instead cast as an effective strain rate, \( \dot{\gamma}_e = \sqrt{\frac{V_e}{L_e}} = \sqrt{\frac{\dot{V}_e + \dot{V}_s}{2}} \), where \( \dot{\gamma}_s = V_s/H \) and \( \dot{\gamma}_e = \sqrt{\dot{V}_e/H} \). The results are presented in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, the pickout fraction for a combination of shear and extensional deformations were quite well when plotted against effective strain rate. The total pickout transitions from shear dominant to extensional dominant or vice-versa, can be clearly discriminated and it typically occurs once \( \dot{\gamma}_s > \dot{\gamma}_e \). For the cases where the effective strain rates imposed were below the high extensional velocity plateau (\( \dot{\gamma}_s < 12 \text{ s}^{-1} \)), the total pickout was found to improve by approximately 10% for any given effective strain rate with the addition of even the smallest amount of shear. This improvement in the total pickout could be due to an effective dewetting of the upstream contact line down the cavity wall induced by the combination of shear and the extensional motion imposed. Although it should be noted that, even after making several attempts to visualize the contact line motion, experimental challenge made it impossible to collect any conclusive evidence for or against complete dewetting. What appears to be dewetting along the upstream corner of the gravure cell could simply be a large deformation of the fluid interface into the gravure cell while the contact line remained pinned at the upstream corner. We continue to explore new visualization techniques of the contact line motion in hopes of eventually being able to provide new insights on the mechanism of the ink transfer that can be utilized in future theoretical and computational studies.

The pickout fraction in Fig. 10 showed the same collapsed with increasing deformation rate as was observed pickout data for pure extension. However, it should be noted that, for the highest shear rates tested, \( \dot{\gamma}_s > 12 \text{ s}^{-1} \), the superposition of additional extensional deformation only resulted in a slight increase in the pickout...
fraction. In these cases, the total pickout did not follow the trend in extensional pickout fraction even when the extension rates imposed were much larger than the imposed shear rates, $\gamma_2 > \gamma_x$. Instead the pickout fraction variation with deformation rate was similar to the pure shear result. In all cases, when the effective strain rate is larger than $\gamma_x > 90$ s$^{-1}$ a plateau in the total pick-out fraction was observed, accompanied by a conical filament profile as shown in Fig. 9. These results clearly demonstrate the importance of both late stage extensional deformation and the initial shear deformation on the pickout process in gravure printing. They also validate the use of the effective strain rate for physically interpreting the data as nearly all the data collapsed onto a single master curve when recast in this way.

3.2. Ink transfer behavior of a viscoelastic fluid

3.2.1. Effect of extension

The effect of shear and extensional deformation on the pickout behavior of viscoelastic fluids was also studied in order to extend these observations to a second class of non-Newtonian fluids. The pickout fraction with pure extensional velocities or pure shear velocities imposed between 0.1 mm/s $< V <$ 200 mm/s are presented in Fig. 11. The data for the Newtonian silicone oil is also presented for comparison. The effect of extensional deformation on the pickout behavior of viscoelastic fluids was found to be consistent with the previous studies [10]. The extensional pickout was found to strongly increase, by more than 71%, with increasing velocity from 10 mm/s to 200 mm/s from a value of 38% to 65%. By comparison, at these high velocities, the pickout fraction of the viscoelastic solution was more than twice the Newtonian silicone oil. At low velocities, the Weissenberg number, $Wi = \lambda \dot{\varepsilon} \ll 1$, is small. As a result, elastic effects are not important and, as expected, the data collapsed onto the results for the Newtonian fluid. The slight difference is due to the different in viscosity at these shear rate; the viscosity of the Newtonian fluid is significantly larger than the viscoelastic fluid. If the data were replotted as a function of capillary number instead of velocity, the Newtonian fluid data would shift to the right by a factor of more than ten and the data for both the fluids would collapse. At larger velocities, where the Weissenberg number is greater than one, $Wi > 1$, elastic effects become important resulting in the large deviation from the Newtonian result. As shown in first column of Fig. 13, the filaments were found to exhibit an increased lifetime for $V_e > 10$ mm/s because of the thickening of the extensional viscosity of the fluid. As described in the literature, the late stage break-up of the elongated filament near the top cavity and the subsequent gravitational drainage towards the bottom plate results in the enhancement of the extensionally-induced pickout [10,40].

3.2.2. Effect of shear

The effect of pure shear deformation on the fluid pickout is shown in Fig. 11. The pickout fraction of the viscoelastic fluid was found to increase slowly with increasing shear velocity up to a velocity of $V_e = 20$ mm/s much like the Newtonian. Beyond $V_e > 20$ mm/s, a sharp growth in the pickout fraction was observed within less than a decade change of 43% in imposed shear velocity. Over the same range of imposed shear velocities, the pickout fraction for the Newtonian fluid increased by only 10%. This behavior qualitatively matches the fluid response of pure extensional pickout although the viscoelastic enhancement in the shear-induced pickout fraction was slightly less dramatic. As shown in the bottom row of Fig. 13, with increasing shear velocity, the filament shape just prior to breakup were found to become more elongated in the transverse direction with increasing shear velocity. The filaments were also observed to survive longer before breakup. This observation suggests there is a thickening of the extensional viscosity of the fluid at late stages of the shear pickout process where the pickout process morphs from a shear to a extensional flow in the x-direction.

In the computational study performed by Chung and Kumar [43] for viscoelastic fluids, the presence of shear motion, for both the boundary condition with a pinned contact line at the top plate as well as with no free interface at the downstream (outlet) of the top plate, a growth in the normal stress at the top-corner of the cavity was found to enhance the pickout fraction. In our experiments, a similar pickout enhancement associated with a shear induced normal stress growth in the cavity corner in the initial shear motion is likely. Conversely, in the pure extensional motion, the computations by Lee et al. [40] on viscoelastic fluids show that such growth of the elastic normal stresses growth at the free surface near the cavity, albeit axisymmetric, were observed to hinder the fluid pickout at the initial times, however, the late stage filament dynamics were found to dominate the final pickout. One should note that although pickout fraction is improved with increasing shear velocity, the resulting elongated fluid filaments and the misalignment between the top and bottom plates at breakup will likely result in a significantly reduced printing fidelity as the shear velocity is increased. Although printing quality is not quantified here, the presence of horizontal, highly stretched filaments is clearly not desired in most real world gravure printing applications.

3.2.3. Effect of shear and extension

Finally, we examined the influence of a combination of shear and extensional deformation on the pickout fraction of the viscoelastic fluids (8M PEO). The pickout fraction with increasing extensional velocity for a series of four different shear velocities is superimposed over the extensional flow data in Fig. 12. At low extensional velocities where shear effects dominate, the pickout fraction was found to be close to, but always slightly larger than, the pure shear-induced pickout fractions. As the extensional velocity was increased, the pickout fraction was found to increase and approach the values of pure extensional pickout, eventually mirroring the pure extensional pickout data for extensional velocities above $V_e > 10$ mm/s. At these extensional velocities, the effects of strain hardening of the fluid’s extensional viscosity to become dominant as seen from the long-lived filaments formed in Fig. 13. An enhancement in the total pickout fraction when an extensional motion is superimposed over horizontal motion has also been reported for numerical simulations of viscoelastic fluids [43]. The filament shapes just prior to breakup can be seen in Fig. 13 for a wide range of combinations of extensional and shear
velocities imposed. The filament were found to grow longer with increasing effective deformation rate and appear to dewet from the upstream gravure cavity corner with even the smallest amount of shear superimposed over the extensional flow. At high shear velocities, however, the filament appeared to be driven past the downstream corner and onto the land surrounding the gravure cell cavity. This could explain why at moderate imposed shear velocities, \( V_s \leq 30 \) mm/s the pickout fraction appears to be improved by 5 - 8% with the addition of shear, but at large shear velocities, \( V_s \geq 80 \) mm/s, shear appears to be slightly detrimental to the pickout fraction.

The effect of shear and extensional deformation on the fluid pickout can be made clearer if, as before, we cast the data as a function of the effective strain rate. This is done in Fig. 14. For the cases where both shear and extensional deformation were superimposed, a clear transition from a shear-dominated to an extension-dominated response can be observed as the imposed extensional strain rate grows larger than the imposed shear rate, \( \gamma_{ext} > \gamma_{shear} \). This result reinforces the importance of considering the local shear and extension rates of the imposed flow in order to fully understand and predict the effect of process parameter variation on gravure printing of non-Newtonian liquids.

In this study we have examined the ink transfer behavior only for a cavity-on-top configuration for both shear thickening and viscoelastic fluids as mentioned previously. In the previous studies by our group [10,37] on the ink transfer behavior for an extensional deformation imposed using the same test fluids, the role of gravity on the pickout has been examined for both cavity-on-top and cavity-on-bottom configurations, as the Bond number of both viscoelastic fluids and the shear thickening fluids are \( Bo \geq 1 \). The fluid pickout was found to be assisted by gravity for a cavity-on-top configuration and a vice-versa effect for a cavity-on-bottom configuration, with marked effect at velocities where the fluid undergoes extensional thickening. The pickout study for an imposed shear
deformation, with cavity-on-bottom configuration, which was not presented due to experimental difficulties, we expect gravity to have a similar negative effect on the shear pickout.

4. Conclusions

The impact of shear and extensional deformation on the liquid bridge during ink transfer from an idealized gravure cell was studied. The study was conducted for two different non-Newtonian fluids: one a shear-thickening nanoparticle dispersion and the other a constant shearing viscosity viscoelastic polymer solution. The pickout dynamics were studied over a range of extensional and shear velocities chosen to induce shear thickening and elastic effects in the two fluids. With the imposition of a pure extensional pickout process, the shear-thickening fluid was found to initially behave like a Newtonian fluid before growing quickly, by 86%, with increasing imposed velocity. The growth in pickout fraction resulted from the extensional thickening for the fluid and the growth of highly elongated fluid filaments pulled from the gravure cells. At large velocities, the pickout fraction strongly decayed, by a factor of approximately two, due to the dramatic thinning of extensional viscosity of these fluids at large extension rates. The result was the formation of conical-shaped fluid filaments.

The shear-induced pickout behavior of shear-thickening fluids was found to be qualitatively similar to that of extension-induced pickout, however, the amplitude of the growth and decay of the pickout fraction was significantly weaker. The observation of evolution of the fluid filament shapes during the shear pickout indicated a late stage transition from a shear to an extensional deformation process, with the filaments evolving with similar shapes to those observed during the extensional pickout process albeit aligned horizontally rather than vertically. However, the shear-induced pickout fraction was found to be significantly lower than the extensional pickout for a given velocity. The comparison of the time evolution of filaments suggested the weaker shear-induced pickout fraction is due to the shearing motion of the liquid bridge which pulls the fluid from the gravure cell and forces it onto the land bordering the gravure cavity. The increased liquid solid contact area increased the adhesion strength and limited the final pickout fraction. This adhesion of the liquid in shear deformation and the resulting pickout loss could be avoided and the pickout fraction can be increased by decreasing the wettability of the land through a physical/chemical pretreatment.

The effect of a combination of shear and extensional deformation on the pickoff fraction of the shear thickening fluid was also studied. Superimposing extensional flow over shear improved the pickoff fraction preventing the adhesion of the fluid onto gravity land area and eventually dominated by extensional deformation for $\gamma_{zz} > \gamma_{xz}$. For shear velocity below the rate-thinning pickoff plateau regime, superimposing extensional velocities was found improve the pickoff fraction for up to 10%, which is likely associated with asymmetric dewetting of the upstream cavity wall by the superimposed flow. Whereas for a shear velocity in the rate-thinning plateau regime, superposition of extensional velocities only exhibited a slight enhancement in the pickoff fraction. The effect of shear and extensional deformation on the pickoff fraction was further examined by casting the pickoff data as a function of effective strain rate. The transitions of the pickoff behavior from shear to extension-dominated deformation regimes or vice-versa were clearly observed as a function of strain rate.

For the case of viscoelastic fluids, the extension-induced pickout was found to exhibit a strong increase with increasing velocity, up to 71%, compared to a Newtonian fluid. This enhancement in the pickoff fraction is due to the extensional thickening of the fluid, accompanied by a long-lived fluid filaments for Weissenberg number greater than one, $Wi > 1$. The shear-induced pickout exhibited a similar growth, by 43%, with increasing shear velocity. The enhancement in the shear-induced pickout is due to the late stage elongation deformation transversed from pure shear after the plates were fully separated and the resulting thickening of the extensional viscosity. This is further confirmed from the observation of the long uniform filaments with increased life-time similar to observed in the extension-induced pickout process. As before, the shear-induced pickout magnitude was found to significantly lower than that of the extension-induced pickout.

The influence of a combination of shear and extensional deformation on the pickoff fraction was also studied for the viscoelastic fluids. Superimposing a small extensional velocity on a predominantly shear flow improved pickoff fraction by avoiding adhesion of the pickoff on the gravity cavity land. Superimposing of extensional velocities over moderate shear velocity improved the total pickoff fraction by roughly 5 – 8%. This increase could be due in some part to the enhanced interface deformation and perhaps even dewetting of the fluid at the upstream corner of the gravure cell due to the symmetry breaking effects of the added shear. Whereas at large shear velocities, superimposing extensional velocities was found to reduce the pickoff fraction by approximately 6%. When the pickoff fraction is presented not as function of velocity but as a function of effective strain rate the data collapsed onto a single master curve. Using the effective strain rate a clear transition was observed between shear and extensional dominated response for $\gamma_{zz} > \gamma_{xz}$ during the ink transfer process.
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